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ABSTRACT

A structural model of ZnO in the cumulant-expansion
formalism has been studied with X-ray intensities measured
on a spherical crystalat293 and,473 K. In the least-squares
refinements, the thermal vibrations appear isotropic for
both atomic species at the two temperatures investigated.
The equivalent isotropic temperature-factor B- of Zn
varies from 0b581(2) to 0.892(5); that of O, from 0.572(9)
to 0.829(19) A2. The only structural parameter, z of O,
shows no significant change: 0.3821(l) at 293 K and
03820Q) at 473 K. At both temperatures, the measured
amplitudes of reflections 35./ and 07./ (same 4 are differ-
ent: lF(35./) | is lalger or smaller than lF(0?.I)l according
as / is even or odd, while both reflections should have the
same amplitude, on the assumption of spherical electron-
density distributibns, if the atoms vibrated with harmonic
motions. The observed differences are interpreted with non-
zato \11for the third-order cumulant: c111 is positive for
atoms at tA,24, Z and negative for atoms at ,,, tA, r/2 + 2,.
Least-squares analyse_s of higher-order reflections give
crrr = 3.0(0.5)_x l0- '  for the 293 K data and
l0.l(1.1) x lG: forthe 473Kdata,. Theparameterclll is
directly compared with an effective potential one-particle
Parauneterr

Keywords: ZnO (zincite), structure refined at 293 K and
473 K, cumulant-expansion formalism, thermal vibra-
tions, anharmonic, different values of lF(35.111 and
lF(M.t)l at each temperature.

Soutrlannn

Un moddle structural de ZnO a 6td €tudi6 dans le for-
malisme d'expansion de cumulants au moyen d'intensitds
X diffractdes, mesurdes sur cristal sphdrique i 293 et 473
K. Dans I'affinement par moindres carrds, les vibrations
tlermiques s'avbrent isotropes pour les deux especes ato-
miques aux tempdratures consid6r6es. Le facteur de tem-
p6rature isotrope dquivalent de Zn varie de 0.581(2) n
0.892(5); celui de O, de 0.577(9) e 0.829(19) 42. L'unique
paramdtre structural, g de O, n'accuse par de changement
significatif: 0.3821(l) d293 K et 0.3820(2) at 473 K. Aux
deux temp€ratures, les rdflexions 35./ et 07./ (de mOme I)
ont des amplitudes mesurees diffdrentes: lF(35.0 | est plus
grand ou plus petit que lF(07.41 selon que / est pair ou
impair, alors que, dans l'hypothdse d'une distribution sph€-
rique de la densit6 6lectronique, les deux r6flexions dewaient
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avoir la m€me amplitude si les vibrations thermiques des
atomes 6taient harmoniques. On interprete les diffdrences
observ€es en considdrant comme non-nul le c111 du cumu-
lant de troisibme ordre: c1 1 1 est positif pour les atomes i % ,
%, z et nfuatif pour les atomes i 2A, rA , y2 + z. L'analyse
aux moindres carr6s des rdflexions d'ordre 6lev6 donne
crrr=3.0(0.5)I l0-5 pour les donn€es d 293 K et
l0.l(l .l) x l0r pour les donn€es A 4n K. Le param0tre
clll est directement comparable i un paramdtre de poten-
tiel effectif i particule unique.

Mots-clds: ZnO (zincite), structure affin6e 1293 et n3 K,
vibrations thermiques anharmoniques, valeurs diff6ren-
tes de lf(35./)l et lF(07.01 i chaque tempdrature.

Ixtnopucrton

ZnO has the wurtzite-type structure, space gxoup
P63mc, in which both kinds of atoms are located in
Wyckoff position 2b (t/5, 2A, z) with site symmetry
3m.If atomZn is fixed ate = 0, the number of posi-
tional variables reduces to one, namely z of atom
O. In this structure, atoms of one kind are tetrahe-
drally co-ordinated by atoms of the other kind, with
the two kinds of tetrahedra pointing in opposite
directions. The term tetrohedron is used loosely to
mean a trigonal pyramid (symmetry 3m). The trigo-
nal pyramid of O about Zn points in the * c direc-
tion (Takeuchi 1977), which is readily identified by
morphology: hexagonal pyramids terminate the -r
c end, whereas the negative direction - c is termi-
nated by the large monohedron (0002), which com-
monly is rounded.

In the structure one tetrahedral and three octahe-
dral holes are found in the antibonding'directions,
along c and the <1.t.21r6 - d> vectors, respecti-
vely. The effective one-particle potential, O.P.P.,
:[ound each atomic site, may well be anharmonic:
the departure from harmonic (Gaussian) O.P.P. may
result mainly from the antisymmetrical part repre-
sented by positive-negative lobes in the four
fsading-antibonding directions. If the lobe along
c differs from the otfier three, the atom would vibrate
so that its mean position would be moved avay from
the position of minimum potential along the 3-fold
axis (Mair & Barnea 1975, Mah & Wilkins 1981).
The e parameter in ZnO, previously determined as
0.3826 (Sabine & Hogg 1969) and 0.3825 (Abrahams
& Bernstein 1969), represents the mean position.

Mair & Barnea (1975) first presented a detailed
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theoretical study of anharmonic thermal vibrations
in wurtzite-type structures, using the O.P.P. and the
generalized structure-factor expression of Dawson
(1967). They also predicted that the origin of the pri-
mary pyroelectricity is related to the anharmonic
thermal vibrations of the atoms, namely the separa-
tion between the position of minimum potential and
the mean position. Based on similar structure-factor
expressions, careful X-ray studies to determine
anharmonic potential parameters of wurtzite-type
compounds, CdS and CdSe, have been published by
Whiteley et a/. (1978) and by Fakineos et al. (1982),
who have derived appropriate constraints, which
reduce six anharmonic potential parameters to two,
one for each atomic species, but these were also cons-
trained as equal in the actual refinements.

In the present study of ZnO we have not followed
their example but instead have used a rilodel in the
cumulant-expansion formalism of Johnson (1969,
1970) to determine the effect of anharmonic atomic
vibrations on X-ray-structure amplitudes, and also
accurately to determine the mean position and the
probability-density function P.D.F. of O (or Zn) at
293 and 473 K. The position of minimum potential
may be given as that of the mode of the P.D.F., but
accurate determination of the P.D.F. was difficult,
because of the high correlations between variables.
A tentative position of the minimum of the poten-
tial is given in this study. Refinements were first car-
ried out using all the observed reflections, and then
using only high-order reflections so as to reduce
bonding effects. Discussions are based on results
from the high-order-reflections refinement.

EXPERIMENTAL

A transparent crystal from the International
Monocrystal Co. was ground in a Bond grinder into
a quasi-sphere, with its diameter ranging from 0.384
to 0.394 mm. Its X-ray intensities were measure{at
293 and473 K with As/<o radiation O : 0.5608 A),
monochromated by flat pyrolytic graphite on a
Picker four-circle diffractometer. Intense reflections
00.2, 1 1.0 and 10.0 were examined at four different
V angles in a 90o range; no significant differences
in intensity were observed, suggesting only minor
anisotropic extinction. The + c direction was chosen,
as previously done (Abrahams & Bernstein 1969), by
comparing intensities of paired reflections 07.1 and
35./ with the same / value (positive or negative),
which occur at the same 20 alngle. Intensities of
reflections within one quadrant (for the 293 K data)
and within a hemisphere (for the 473 K data) were
measured for / positive in the 0=20 scan mode and
in a range of (sin 0)/X up to 1.5 A-t. ttrey were con-
verted to structure factors after being corrected for
Lorentz, polarization and absorption effects. Agree-
ment in the lF. I for equivalent reflections is suffi-

ciently good for the 293 K data, The average of E
l,4l - < lFl>l/ E l.fll was only 1.4 tlo for ?-47 sets
of symmetry-related reflections. This average
changes to 2.3c/o for 227 sets of the 473 K data; tem-
perature variations as large as t5 K could not be
prevented. Nevertheless we decided to try least-
squares refinements at both temperatures. The aver-
aged amplitude were corrected for one-phonon TDS
(thermal diffuse scattering) with the correction fac-
tors based on the program SXfDS-l (Kurittu &
Merisalo 1977), which was written for the method
of Merisalo & Kurittu (1978). Elastic constants were
taken from Slobodnik et al. (1973\ and Tokarev e/
al. (1975). The effect of the TDS is largest in the c
direction, but its anisotropy is very small: the maxi
mum value of the correction factors was 19.790 for
the 293 K dat4 arrd 22,6i/o for the 473 K data at
sinO/l = L.M A-t.

Cell constants were measured at seven tempera-
tures from 293 to 03K; on a second, smaller, spher-
ical crystal mounted on a Philips PW I l@ four-cir5le
diffractometer.'MoKcy radiation O = 0.71069 A)'
monochromated with pyrolytic graphite' was used
to measure the centroids of profiles for twelve reflec-
tions at each temperature. Each reflection was mea$-
ured twice, at positive and negative 20 positions so
that twenty-four observations were available to fit
the cell dimensions in least-squares calculations at
each temperature (Iable l). The cell dimensions used
for crystal #1, in the calculations below, were taken
from the two lines of best fit obtained for these data
(Table 1).

A very small decrease in axial ratio with increas-
ing temperature is observed, as was explained by
Mair & Barnea (1975). The slope of the line of best
frt for c/a versus T (Fig. l) is very similar to that
obtained for Khan's (1968) data, but the present c
values are seen to be smaller (Table l) than his and
those of Abrahams & Bernstein (1969) Clable O. Our
synthetic sample was not analyzed for chemical
purity and may contain a very small amount of ions
other than Zn. Since our study deals with the ther-

TABLE 1. CELL CoNsTAllTs' c/a RATIo Al'lD CELL voLuME
FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE

T(K) c(A) gtAl ge ^ 3  * *
v ( A  )  F . R .

47.54 0.9872

47.653 0 .9869
47.692 0.9870
47.726 0,986&
47.730 0.9868)
47.742 0.9867

47.768 0.9867

47.854 0.9867

3,2494\9
3 .25000
3.25',I4(3
3.2522(4
3.2532(2

3.2536(5
3.2540( l
3,2543(2
3.2569(  r
3 .2563(8

)  5 . 2038 ( r4 )  r . 6015 (7 )
) 5.2078(4) 1.6022(2)
)  s.20s0(e) l .6o0e(4)
)  5 .2067 ( l r )  r . 6010 (4 )
\  5.2072(6) l .6006(3)
)  5.2073(r3)  r .6006(6)
\ s,2076(12) r.6006(5)
)  5 .2108 (5 )  1 .6014 (2 )
)  5.2082(6) r .6004(3)
)  5 .2 r4 r (4 )  l . 6oos (2 )
)  5.2112(17) 1.6003(7)

293
300*
373
443

(473
493
49Ar
523
622*
623

* values taken from Khan (1968). ** F.R. - (9213 i
c2/4\wla - f latness ratio for co-ordlnatlon polyhedron
;  (edge Tnc l ined to  c ) / (edge perpend lcu la r  to  c ) .  L lnes
of  bes t  f i t  fo r  p resent  da ta :  a  -  3 .24343 +  2 .068,
l o - s  T  ( A )  a n d  g =  5 . 1 9 6 9 2  +  Z . A g  "  1 0 - 5  T  ( A ) .
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Mn2+ and Fd* for Zn) and a lvide range o1 ceil
dimensions (V 46.51 to 48.16 A3) (Crystal Data,
1973), we are not concerned about the above dis-
crepancy. Our cell dimensions give coefficients of

Ftc. l. Axial ratio c/a varsas temperature T.

mal behavior of a mineral species that commonly where we have:
shows solid solution (imited substitution of Mg, Co,

linear expansion of 6.4 x l0-6lK along a and 4.3 x with e= h2 + hk + IP
l0-6,/K along c, at 293 K"

OsssnvantoNs oF ANHARMoNTc
THERMAL VIBRATIONS

In wurtzite-type compounds, refl ections hk. I with
h-k : 3n(n: integer) are extinct if / is odd, provided
spherical scattering factors are assumed and atomic
thermal vibrations are harmonic. Let us write the
expression for the structure factor that includes up
to third-order cumulant terms

' ^
t

F(h) : E Glh) Hi(h), (l)
j : l

Cj(h):r(h) explblto - bittl'l expl-iQc|t3 ql+

,fttl')l expl2zrilz;)

I4(h) : {expl2trr(h-k) / 3lexpl-icittt p) +
(-l)/exp[-22.t( n-D / 3lexplicltt pj)

with P = lx3 -k3 + (3/2)hk(h-k).

The atomic scattering factor has the usual form

f (h )= - f "+ f ,+ t f , , .

In equation (1), 7 refers to Zn arrd. O at th, 2A, 2,.
The three independent coefficients of the third-order
terms are cll l  (: _c2D =2crr2 _ _2ctu), c333 and
crr3 (: c223 :2ct23) for all the atoms in ZnO.
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For ctrl values other than zero and p *0 (h + k,
-k/2, -2k), the above extinction-ruIe, due to atoms
in the 2b Wyckoff position, is not obeyed since

2
rG): -2i D Gj(h) sin(cjrrrp). A)

j : r

Intensities of such reflections were too weak to be
considered significantly different from zero.

There occur two series ofreflections a1 high Bragg
angles, which have identical values of q but differ-
ent values of p; they are 35./ and 07./ and their
symmetry-equivalent reflections. Using a tem-
perature-factor expression based on the O.P.P. func-
iions written in the form of cubic harmonics,
Whiteley et al. (L978) showed that the two sets of
reflections with the same /can have different ampli-
tudes in the anharmonic model, whereas in the har-
monic one they must have the same amplitudes. They
reported X-ray-intensity differences between 07./ and
35./, which they obtained from a large crystal of
CdSe.

Froni the same observed structure-factors of ZnO,
namely 35./ and 07./, averaged over their (twelve or
six) equivalent reflections, and their estimated stan-
dard deviations (Table 2), it can be seen that the
amplitudes of the 35./ reflections tend to be larger
than those of the 07./ reflections if / is even, and
smaller if / is odd, although, at the one-sigma level,
the two amplitudes are equal in six cases out of nine.
The intensity, I = FF*, of a reflection can be writ-
ten as follows:

I =2GzoG*zn{l + 1-t;/cosJ2r(h-k)/3 + 2ctntttpl\
+ 2coc'eo{ I + (-1)rcos[22'(ft -k) / 1 + zcot,r.t pll
+ 2(G*r"Go * G2oG*e){cos[(cot'1 - czottt)pf +
(-1)Icos[22'(l-k)/3 + p(crottt + 

"ottt)]]. 
(3)

The observed intensity-relations (Table 2) warrant
the conclusion that the clll value must be positive,
and non-zero, as shown bV (3).

TABLE 2. STRUCIURI AI.IPLITUDES OF REFLECTIONS 35.'- AilD 07.'
AIID THEIR E.S.D. AT 293 K

REFINEMENT WITH THE
CuuuleNr-ExPANSIoN Fonuelnu

Refinements of structure models with second- and
third-order cumulant-expansion terms (abbreviated
2-c and 3*), at 293 arrd 41 3 K, were initiated with all
the observed amplitudes, and then repeated with
amplitudes of high-order reflections only, in attempts
to reduce bonding effects. The numbers of reflec-
tions used, at 293 and 473 K, are 24:7 and 227 for
the all-data refinements, and 181 and 163 for the
high-order-reflections refinements, respectively. The
least-squares progmm ORXFLS  (Johnson 1969),
which is in the 1977 version of OWLS @using e/
al. 1962),was used. The 2-c calculation includes the
e co-ordinate of oxygen and the four atomic
temperature-factors bf; the model obtained from
3-c iequires six more third-order terms C& (three for
each atomic speqies). In addition, a scale factor and
an isotropic extinction factor were included in the
least-squares refinements. Weighting schemes were
based on the expression

utr= 1/(N-1)E(l4l- < lFl>)" (4)

where summation is over N equivalent reflections,
and the carets indicate taking an averaged value of
the equivalent reflections. Spherical atomic
scatterlng-factors and correction terms for
anomalous dispersion were taken from the tables of
Cromer & Waber, and of Cromer, respectively, in
the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography'
vol. IV (1974).

The terms c333 and cll3 can express the skewness
of P.D.F., which is symmetrical around the three-
fold axis but antisymmetrical in the plane passed

through the mean of the P.D.F. perpendicularly to
the three-fold axis: positively and negatively max-
imized in the bonding-antibonding direction in the
three-fotd axis. In addition, cll3 can also show the
skewness that is maximized (positively and nega-
tivelg in a cone surface radiating from the mean of
the P.D.F. to include the remaining three bonding-
antibonding directions. The terms 

"tt3 
and 

"$:, 
and

even z, areitrongly correlated. Bonding effects will
also influence 

"tt: 
*6 4333. 9o the other hand, crrr

is not directly correlated with the bonding-
antibonding diiections. Skewness expressed by crrr
is antisymmetrical around the tlree-fold axis, but
symmeirical in the plane passed perpendicularly to
the three-fold axis through the mean of the P.D.F"
where positive and negative lobes of skewness-
contours lie. The term clll obtained in the least-
squares refinements should be less affected by other
terms and bonding electron-density distribution.

The terms cll3, c333 and e in the model obtained
from 3-c show a strong corrrelation; it was impossi-

I  r  l F o l  l F c l  o l F o l

5 0 3.21 3.2.l 0.08
5  1  4 . 1 2  4 . 1 5  0 . 1 1
5 2  2 . 7 2  2 . 6 6  0 . 1 4
5 3  4 .94  4 .96  0 .06
5  4  2 . 0 6  1 . 9 9  0 . 1 9

3 5  5  4 .45  4 .44  0 .16
3 5  6  2 ,25  2 .09  0 .06
3 5  7  3 .07  2 .97  0 .10
3 5  I  1 .98  2 .00  0 .07

lFo l  lFc l  o lFo l  ^ l ro l  a lFc l

3 .09  3 . '13  0 .03  0 .12  0 .08
4.17  4 .19  0 .10  -0 .05  -0 .04
2.61  2 .60  0 .09  0 . l  l  0 .06
4.93  5 ,00  0 .15  0 .01  -0 .04
1 . 9 6  1 . 9 4  0 . 0 4  0 . 1 0  0 . 0 5

4.48 0.07 -0.05 -0.04
2 . 0 4  0 . 0 6  0 . 1 7  0 . 0 5
2.99  0 .08  -0 .01  -0 .02
'1 .95  

0 .14  0 .18  0 .05

5 4 .50
6 2.0t1
7  3 .08
8 1 .80

a lFo l  and A lFc l *  a re  taken as  lF35.e l  -  lFoZ.g l .  
' ca lcu la ted

wlth nuMlcal values obtalned frcn high-order-reflections
reflnemnt of mdel based on 3-c fomlls.



ble to determine these terms independently in the
least-squares refinements.

ReJinements based on all the dqta

Lists of parameters, information on ,,all-data',
refinements, and 3-c structure factors of high-order
reflections are available at nominal cost from the
Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National
Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KIA
0s2.

The refinements of the model obtained from 2-c
converged to weighted R values, R., of 1.23 and
2.29V0, and z values of 0. 38 I 7(l) and 0.38 l7(2), for
the293 and 473 K data, respectively. The second-
order terms, N, are very nearly equal for the two
kinds of atom, strongly suggesting that the differ-
ence between atomic masses is irrelevant for these
terms, and that the P.D.F. values for the two kinds
of atom are very nearly equal. From consideration
of 'chemical antisymmetry' (black-white groups) in
ZnO, where an antimirror rn ', perpendicular to the
three-fold axis at u ' : z/2, interchanges cations and
4nions, we can assume that the P.D.F. for the two
kinds of atoms are skewed antisymmetrically about
m ' .

The third-order terms cll3 and c333 occur ouly as
differences between the two kinds of atoms, c6ll3 -
cv,1r3 and, co333- cr.^333 in the intensity expression 13),
implying that neither term is uniquely determined for
either atom. In an attempt to refine all parameters
simultaneously in the model obtained from 3-c, sll3
and c333 for both Zn and O were constrained by the
programsothatcolt3 = -czoll3and co333 - -irottt,
This combination of constraints is also a consequence
of the assumed antisymmetrical P.D.F. for each kind
of atom. In the following calculations, several pos-
sible combinations of constraints were examined, but
a set of_constrgrlts coll3 :-czalr3, cs333 =-g"orr3
&nd corll - czorlr was accepted as the Lest, because
the number of constraints in it is the minimum com-
patible with reasonable e.s.d. values for the third-
order coefficients.

The model obtained from 3-c with the constrainrs
given above was refined to R, of 1.15 and 2.14t/o,
and z of 0.3809(3) and 0.3803(7), for rhe 293 and
473 K data, respectively. For the 293 K data, crll
and c333 were refined to values significantly differ-
ent from zero. The correlations between clll and
other remaining terms are lower than 0.25, whereas
those between cll3 and c313, c333 and z, and clt3 and
z are strong: the maximum value is 0.85 between e
and c333. Only for the 473 K refinement is clll sig-
fficantly different from zero. The largest extinction,
lFol2/lF"l2, is 0.35, observed for 00.2.

ReJinements based on high-order reflections only

The e value and thermal tensor coefficients,
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TABLE 3. PoSITI0NAL Al{D THERl.lrlL PARAI4ETERS IN l,loDELS REFTNED
IN 2-C AND 3-C USING HIGH-OROER REFLECTIONS OIILY AT

293 AND 473 K

2-c 293 K*
l l  9 3

a b b

0  0 . 3 8 2 r ( r )  0 . 0 1 8 r ( 2 )  o . o o 5 4 ( 2 )
zn  0 .0  0 .0182 ( l  )  0 .0054(  I  )

R  -  0 .0102.  B  =  0 .0107 and s  =  1 .0538
D

47: K*

0 0.3820(2) 0.026r (6)  o.  0076(2)
zn 0.0 0.0280(2) 0.0083(1)

R. 0,0185. R = 0.0205 and I  = 0.8266

3-c 2ga r"
l t  3 3  l l t  3 3 1  l l 9

a b b e c c

0.3830(4)  0 .0182(2)  0 .0054( r )  3 .0  2 .7  1 .7
0 . 0  0 . 0 r 8 3 ( r )  0 . 0 0 s 4 ( l )  3 . 0 ( 0 . 5 )  - 2 . 7 ( 1 . 5 )  - r . 7 ( r . e )

.R " 0.010, Fd . 0.0095 and ,9 . 0.9t14

473 K

0.3 i78(5)  0 .02s9(s )  0 .00 i4 (2)  t0 . l  -8 ,1  -9 .7
0 . 0  0 . 0 2 7 8 ( 2 ,  0 . 0 0 8 2 ( 1 )  r 0 . r ( r . r )  8 . 1 ( 2 . 3 )  e . 7 ( 2 . i )

*  
181 re f lec t ions ,  

*  
163 re f lec t ions .

va lues  o f  (s ln  e ) / r  o f  re f l s t lons  used are  la rger  than 0 .9  A- '

values of cdl are nultlplied by 105,

TABLE 4. I'|EAN-SQUARE-DISPLACEMENTS, <a2>, PARALLEL AND
PERPENDICI,LAR TO c AT 293 AND 473 K.

293 K

! c a x i s  l l c a x i s

0.0073r(03) 0.00745(05)

0.00725(r3)  0.00743(23)

473 K

I c a x l s  l l  c a x i s

0.oi l28(08) 0.01134(09)

0.or05o(30) o.0r05o(40)

'2-c 
reflnenents based on hlgh-order feflectlons only.

obtained from the data set with the lower limit of
(sin 0)/\ of 0.9 A-1, are listed for both 293 arrd 473
K data (Tables 3, 4), together with R values and
'goodness of fit' S. Extinction corrections were
found to be negligibly small for all high-order reflec-
tions.

The high-order-reflections refinements of the
model obtained from 2-c converged to z of 0.3821(1)
and 0.3820(2), and R. of 1.07 and 2.O5Vo for the
293 and 473 K data, respectively (Table 3).

The same constraints as in the "all-data" refine-
ment of the model from 3-c were applied to the least-
squares calculations of high-order reflections. Seven
limiting valups of (sin O)/)t, 0.6, 0,7,0.8, 0.9, 1.0,
l.l and 1.2 A-t, were applied to^exclude low-order
reflections. The case for 0.9 A-l was chosen as
representative of this^refinement, because using
reflections above 0.9 A-t led to similar values for
each parameter in 2-c and 3-c.

The positional parameter z in the refinements

Zn

0
Zn

Zn

0
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TABLE 5. INTEFATOMiC DISTANCES AND AI{GLEs OBTAIT{ED- AT 293 AllD 473 K

z n - 0 ( a p i c a l ) ( l )

3 ' Z n - 0 ( b a s a l )  ( A )

(A)

0 - z n - 0 ( a p l c a l )

0 - Z n - 0 ( b a s a l )

'2-c 
ref lnemnts based on hlgh-order ref lect ' lons only.

TABLE 6. PAST ,lt|D PRESENT PERTINEI{T CRYSTALL0GMPHIC DATA 0N Zno

Cfystal dats: P6!8, z " 2, rurtzite-type structure, ldeal value
ola -  1.633, s(0) .  0.375 for reqular coordlnat lon-t4trahedron.

present *  p resent '  s&Ht  A&B{
2 9 3 K  4 7 3 K  -  2 9 8 K

3.2494(9) 3.2533(5) 3.2427

5.2m8(r4)  5 .2073(13)  5 . r948

3,249858(6)

s . 2 0 6 6 r 9 ( 2 )

1 . 6 0 2 1

0.3825(14)

0.630(20)

0.680(70)

370 K
0 .7 I 07 (ltloKo)

'l4l 
used, blt

only l2l sy@try-
lndependent ones

isotrcplc

appl led to
spherlcal crystal

0.0378

ala ].6015 1.6006

a(0) 2-c 0.3821 (l ) 0.3820(2)

req(zn) (1,) 0.567(2) 0.931 (s)

,eq(o) (Ar) 0.s72(e) 0.s66(te)

Debye tenperature 387 K 393 K
Havelength(I) 0.5608(AgKo)

No. of obs. 181 t63
re t t -

Extlnctlon
co.Btlons: lsotrcplc lsotroplc

mS correctlon: aPPl led app'lled
,lbsorption
correctlon: applled to spherlcal

crystal
R 2-c  0 .0102 0 .0185

3-c  0 .0100 0 .0158
P vel ghted

2-c 0.0107 0.0205
3-c 0.0095 0.0157

Goodness of

2-c 1.054 0.427
3-c 0.944 0.639

1.6020

0.3826(7)

0.550(80)

0 ,3r0(60)

r .6g
(neutrcns)

t 
values, except cell constants, cre frm fefln@nts based on hlgh-
ordef-reflctlons. t sablne & Hogg (1969), 

{ Ab.aham & Bernstel!
0 9 6 9 ) .

based on 2-c ofthe 293 K and 473Kdata changed
respectively from 0.3817(l) and 0.3817(2), for all the
reflections, to 0.3821(1) and 0.3820(2), for the high-
order reflections only. The values of crrr slightly
increased from 2.7(6) to 3.0(5) x l0-5, and 9.9(l;8)
to 10.1(1.1) x l0-5, for rhe 293 and 473 K data,
respectively. These differences bet\4reen refinements
are smaller than the corresponding (one-) sigma
values. In the present study, we take the values
obtained from the high-order reflections, since, in
their intensities, extinction effects are negligible, and
contribution from bonding electrons is considered
to be small.

The values of e and bij taken from Table 3 (2-c
formalism) can be considered unbiased estimates of
the mean and the dispersion, respectively, of the
P.D.F. (Johnson 1969,1970). The z values obtained
in the 3-c refinements should be disregarded, even

if they were free from correlations, because they are
biased by the neglect of higher odd-order terms.
Interatomic distances and angles for the means of
the atomic P.D.F. are shown (Table 5), and a sum-
mary of pertinent crystallographic data of past and
present refinements of the structure of ZnO is
presentd (Table 6) to facilitate comparisons'

DISCUSSION

There is no significant change in z (the mean of
P.D.F.) with temperature, whereas the change of c/a
in the same range of temperature equals about two
e.s.d. but is definitely part of a trend: c/a decreases
with increasing temperature (Table l). Let us com-
pare our results with the two predictions offered by
Keffer & Portis (1957), who assumed that departures
of wurtzite-type stnrctrues from the ideal c/a value
could be related to z as a function of nearest-
neighbor bond-bending as follows. z: th '
(l/24)k(a/c). For bond-stretching as the major
cause ofthe deviation from the ideal c/a value, they
offer the relation: z = t/q * (th)(a/c)2. With our a/c
values 1/1.6015 and l/1.6006 for temperatures of
293 and 473 K (Table l), these two equations give
z:0.3725 at both temperatures for the bond-
bending relation and z equal to 0.3800 and 0.3801
for the bond-stretching relation. The experimentally
determined < value, the same at both temperatures
within the accuracy of the determination, is 0.3821(l)
or 0.3820(2) Clable 3), significantly above the highest
predicted value. This result is in agreement with the
conclusion reached by Mair & Barnea (1975), who
stated that the two relations given above underestF
mate the observed z value, but that the bond-
stretching relation comes closer to the experimental
value than the bond.bending relation.

The numerical values of di were little affected by
the introduction of the third-order terms. The har-
monic thermal vibrations of the atoms appear almost
isotropic,.being slightly preferred along the 3-fold
axis (Table 5): the equivalent isotropic temperature-
factor B"o of Zn varies witl temperature from
0.581(2) to 0.892(5), whereas that of O varies from
0.577(9') to 0.829(19) A2. These values give Debye
temperatures of 38? and 393 K from the data
obtained at 293 and 473 K, respectively, where
3 : (6h27/mkeeltd(x) + (t6)x) (see, for example,
Willis & Pryor 1975);n is taken as the average mass
of Znand O. A lower value of 370 K (Table O was
obtained by Abrahams & Bernstein (1969).

The shape of the trigonal pyramid of atoms of one
kind about an atom of the other kind changes sligbtly
with temperature (Table 1). The Zn-O distance
inclined to c increases more than that parallel to c
when the temperature is raised from 293 to 473 K'
and the angle O-Zn-O remains constant (table 5).

The third-order-cumulant tbrm, crrr :3.0(0.5) x

293 ( 473 K

I .9884(8) 1.9892(9)
'r.e738(4) 1.9762(6'l

0.0142 0,0127

r08. r2 (2) "  r08 .12(3) "

l r o . 7 9 ( 2 ) '  1 1 0 . 7 9 ( 3 ) '

L(473-2931

0.0008(12)

o.oo24(8)

-0 .0015

0.00'

o .oo '

Rgferences

T@e.ature

o ( i )

" 
(A)

0.947

0,05 t2

0.861
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l0-5, obtained from the high-order-reflections refi-
nement aI 293 K is compared with the
"potential parameter" B, of Mair & Barnea (1925).
In their O.P.P. model, B, is the coefficient of one
of the three cubic terms that represent the O.p.p.
in the directions perpendicular to the three-fold axis.
It is related 1q c'lll as follows:

!r:27dar!cttr /(l28tr3ks272) (5)

where as is given by c, = ksT/ <u12>. With our
293 K data the potential parameter B,, calculated
lrom equation (5), has the value 0.23 x lO12 (erg
A{).

In a P.D.F, map (extended Edgeworth expansion)
computed for the cumulants obtained from the high-
order-reflections refinements of the 293 K data
(Iable 3), the peak position, which we interpret as
the position of minimum potential, is located ar
z = 0.37V1, in agreement with that predicted by Mair
& Barnea (1975). However, the strong correlations
between the odd-order tensors, except illl, prevent
us from drawing any conclusion about the details of
the P.D.F., and this value should be regarded as ten-
tative until we can find a solution free from the corre-
lation problem.
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